
TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

Large council IT departments are traditionally slow to move 
into cloud solutions as they are hampered by their large out of 
date Enterprise-wide Resource Planning (ERP) systems that have 
been extensively customized, making it difficult to upgrade 
without re-applying expensive extensive modifications. 

Many of the major commercial waste collection contractors 
who supply contract services to councils are also struggling to 
implement upgrades to their internal information management 
systems as their IT departments grapple with web access, 
Big Data, mobile data and automated data capture systems 
revolution. 

International business technology research advisor, Gartner, 
late last year highlighted that it was easy to find businesses that 
have spent more than 10 times as much money on software 
customisations, as on initial license fees, and still more money 
to support and carry these customizations forward during 
software upgrades.  

A recent Rust report quotes a Gartner analyst saying “The net 
result of 15 years of continuous customization is that many of 
the ERP implementations are now extremely ‘arthritic’, incredibly 
slow and expensive to change”. It may take 10 years or longer 
for a majority of companies to move to cloud-based ERP, the 
report said. These conclusions are reflected in the difficulties 
being experienced by the ERP industry’s largest players over the 
past twelve months as they start to move themselves and their 
legacy customer systems into a cloudy future.

“Restructuring a company’s software portfolios is like trying 
to repaint the Sydney Harbour Bridge” says Rust. By the time 
the crew reaches the far side of the bridge it’s time to start 
all over again. Most IT organisations are now engaged in a 

never ending task of technology renewal. IT modernization also 
requires a substantial culture change within the organisation 
and particularly in the relationship between a widening audience 
beyond the walls of the business and the IT organisation. 

Small wonder, then, that many IT responsibilities are being 
outsourced to cloud hosted IT infrastructure data centres and 
that through these cloud linked centres they are extending their 
links out to customers and suppliers. This in itself is a threat 
to many already besieged internal IT departments (empires) as 
well as to some of the older ERP solution providers and their 
consulting partner ERP installers.  

Whereas in Deloitte’s Tech Trends 2015 report, they note 
the changing role of IT within larger enterprises as technology 
transforms existing business models such that the role of CIO 
is changing from Chief Information Officer to Chief Integration 
Officer. 

Rust also notes: “Today’s businesses and individuals are less 
encumbered by constraints of time and place.”  Businesses have 
begun to reconfigure how computing resources are deployed 
to take advantage of anytime/anyplace computing, even to the 
extent of offering their customers connectivity to log their own 
calls and service requests anytime from anywhere via mobile 
“apps” or web portal access. 

In the Cloud no single provider can possibly fulfill all computing 
needs or achieve complete control because of the unlimited 
diversity of potential functionality accessible via integration.  
Consequently Cloud solutions will interoperate loosely, coupled 
with as many other solutions as possible in order to enable the 
aggregate value from the new combined utility.  

How self-service web portals can take the drudgery (and delay) out of customer 
call centres and council contractor collaboration.  
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TECHNOLOGY TRENDS

Technology innovations – cloud computing, mobile computing, 
social media and business collaboration are enabling new lines 
of communication as they strive to unlock the full value from 
people, information and streamlined processes. 

Even traditional council solutions suppliers such as Proclaim, 
Authority and Pathways are opening up access for collaborative 
data transfer through new “web services” technology or APIs 
(Application Program Interfaces) as are a variety of CRM packages 
and back office financial systems under new competition from 
Cloud based customer contact management and task workflow 
systems. Vendors who provide public APIs and support open 
standards for web service definitions will be more responsive, 
competitive and sustainable in the long run.

The Traditional Kerbside Booking Process
Typical traditional council call-centre operations for kerbside 

collections have relied on customer service representatives 
taking a call from a resident during business hours through 
the council call queuing phone system, validating the service 
address, checking how many services have been provided year 
to date for that property, and checking against booked truck 
capacity to advise next available date. 

Details can then be entered into the council system, and then 
detail sent in an email to the collection contractor, who then 
enters the email details into their own collection management 
system. The contractor may also be taking calls directly on 
behalf of the council. Council or the contractor can then send 
out a brochure or info pack outlining acceptable materials and 
placement instructions.

Internally the contractor staff have to then get the message 
onto a run list and get acknowledgement back when job is done 
to close off the service request ticket. Older systems will likely 
also have a digital camera library of kerbside collections that 
they need to keep and match up with scheduled jobs in case 
there’s subsequent complaints or simply proof that the verge 
was left clean. Council call centre staff can then be notified by 
the contractor that jobs were done or given feedback on ones 
that had problems so council can update their own systems and 
get back to the resident. 

“In many organisations, office garbage is 
handled better than information!”
Ted Friedman, Gartner Analyst


